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Motivation

Introduction
Starting problem, e.g.:
• Scientific study: Authoritarian education correlates with strange behaviour.
• Scientific(?) recommendation: Children shouldn’t be educated in an
authoritarian way.
The problem is also relevant with respect to project funding, teaching etc.
More generally: Should science be free of values?
And what conclusions may one draw for the case of the L’Aquila 2009 Trial?
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Historical Digest & Explication

Historical Overview
First
value-ladenness
(Max Weber)

debate:

1909-1913

Second value-ladenness debate –
dispute with two phases:
1960s
(Jürgen Habermas)

Third value-ladenness debate:
anglophone
philosophy
since
(Carl G. Hempel)

Positivism
& 1970s

mainly in
the
1950s
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Historical Digest & Explication

First Debate: Historical Context
Key facts:
• 1909 – 1913: Academic discussion
• Weber vs. Schmoller: A campaign of Weber, Werner Sombart and
Ferdinand Tönnies against Gustav Schmoller et al. (cf. Dahms 2013,
pp.75ff)
• Weber:
“[Values in science and teaching are acceptable only, if . . . ] the
teacher obliges herself the strong duty to make it clear to herself
as well as to her audience which of her claims are justified by
purely logical or empirical inference and which of them are value
statements.” (cf. Weber 2013, p.34)
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Historical Digest & Explication

First Debate: Main Theses

Ad key facts:
• Main thesis of Weber:
(In teaching) value judgements are only acceptable if they are explicitly
marked as such.
2 Generally scientists should restrict themselves to means-ends claims
about values.
1

• Main argument of Weber: Distinction is hard; suggestion of value
judgements as judgements about matters of fact
• Main thesis of Schmoller: Negation of the thesis above
• Main argument of Schmoller: It is an important aim of university teaching to educate people politically, ethically, artistically, culturally etc.
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Historical Digest & Explication

Explication of Weber’s Position
Our Explicandum:
‘Scientific research (and teaching) should be free of value judgements.’
To clarify:
• ‘Scientific research’
• ‘Value judgement’
Ad ‘scientific research’ (cf. Schurz 2013b, pp.312f):
• context of discovery
• context of justification
• context of utilization
Explicat: scientific research = context of justification
Ad ‘value judgement’ (cf. Schurz 2013b, pp.310f):
• Science internal value judgements (theories should be true, informative)
• Science external value judgements (theories should be applicable etc.)
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Historical Digest & Explication

Explication of Weber’s position

Also (cf. Schurz 2013b, pp.308f):
• Hypothetical value judgements (non-normative means-ends principles)
• Categorical value judgements

Explicat: value judgements = science external categorical value judgements

Whole explicat:
‘Scientific theories’ context of justification should be free of science external
categorical value judgements.’
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Historical Digest & Explication

Second Debate: Historical Context

Key facts:
• 1960s: Positivism dispute
• 1961: Conference of the German Society for Sociology in Tübingen
• Popper vs. Adorno: Contributors on the methodology of the social
sciences
• Of little relevance with respect to the value-neutrality postulate of Weber
• More relevance of the subsequent discussion: Albert vs. Habermas
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Historical Digest & Explication

Second Debate: Habermas
Today’s understanding of ‘science’ is, according to Habermas, one-sided.
There is a . . .
“demarcation between knowledge and interests. At the logical
stage this corresponds to the distinction between descriptive and
normative statements.” (cf. Habermas 2013, pp.59f)
Habermas argues for the value-ladenness of science; in a nutshell:
1

Empirical knowledge is measured by correspondence with observational
statements.

2

The acceptance and choice of observational statements depends on
technical cognitive interests (especially in the choice of the framework:
operationalizations etc.)

3

Therefore empirical knowledge is also influenced by technical cognitive
interests.

A more concrete argumentation is provided, e.g., in (Dupré 2007).
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Historical Digest & Explication

Explication: “Thick & Thin Concepts”: Dupré (Discussion)
Dupré argues against the point of view that definitions and operationalizations of relevant theoretical terms (‘Sam scored 84 on the Smith-Jones
physical assertiveness scale.’) can be based on descriptive knowledge alone:
Contrary to this, he thinks that operationalizations of expressions like ‘violence’, ‘rape’ (evolutionary description of “weak males”), ‘optimality’ (in
the sense of pareto-optimal efficiency) that are only fact-based are inadequate.
Possible interpretation:
• Rape(x, y , z) iff R1 (x, y , z) & R2 (x, y , z) & . . .
• Rape(x, y , z) iff R1 (x, y , z) & R2 (x, y , z) & . . . & FR1,...,n (x, y , z)
(The second operationalization provides a stronger criterion.)
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Historical Digest & Explication

Third Debate: Historical Context & Inductive Risk
Carl G. Hempel, Richard Rudner, Heather Douglas, Helen E. Longino,
Noretta Koertge et al.
Central topic: Indictive risk and underdetermination.
As Hempel pointed out, there are four cases to be considered in hypothesis
acceptance/refutation (cf. Hempel 1965):
1

A true hypothesis is accepted

2

A false hypothesis is rejected

3

A false hypothesis is accepted

4

A true hypothesis is rejected

Inductive risk: 3,4
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Historical Digest & Explication

Third Debate: Hempel
Decision making under inductive risk:
“In mathematical decision theory, several criteria of optimal choice
have been proposed. In case the probabilities for the different
outcomes of each action are given, one standard criterion qualifies
a choice as optimal if the probabilistically expectable utility of its
outcome is at least as great as that of any alternative choice.”
(cf. Hempel 1965)
If there is no probabilitstic information, then one has to choose other rules
for decision making (Maximax, Maximin etc.).
Generally speaking there are two areas where value judgements play an
important role w.r.t. the acceptance/refutation of theories’ hypotheses (cf.
Hempel 1965):
• In providing utilities for calculating the maximum expected utility, and:
• In choosing one of the several available decision making rules
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Historical Digest & Explication

Third Debate: Longino (Discussion)

Along a similar line is Longino’s argument of underdetermination of theories
by evidence in favour of value-ladenness.

One may try to solve the underdetermination problem by considering theoretical, cognitive, and superempirical values (cf. Longino 2008).

Critique by Longino: Those values are also external (they are not truthconducive etc.). Furthermore they introduce bias (selective samples etc.;
(cf. Longino 2008)).
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Historical Digest & Explication

Third Debate: Longino (Discussion)

For emancipatory reasons Longino argues for (cf. Longino 2008):
• Novelty vs. Orthodoxy, i.e. consistency with available theories
• Heterogenous Ontology vs. Reductionism and Simplicity
• Reciprocity and Complexity vs. Monocausality

Problem: Why not also consider religious virtues and values?

Furthermore, some of the “superepistemic” values can be reduced to epistemic ones.
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Main Argument Against Value-Neutrality
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Main Argument Against Value-Neutrality

Third Debate: Rudner
Rudner’s main argument (cf. Rudner 1953):
1 Hypothesis evaluation presupposes a choice of confidence intervals.
2 The choice of such intervals presupposes values.
3 Hypothesis evaluation is at the core of science’s context of justification.
4 Hence: Science presupposes value judgements.
Critique:
• Scientists could in principle restrict themselves to, e.g., statements
about the degree of confirmation: Pr (H|E ) = r (cf., e.g., Jeffrey
1956)
• Scientists can work with confidence intervals without sticking to them
categorically (outsourcing of value judgements): Pr (H|E ) = r and
provided a threshold of r ≥ 0.95 one may AccH
• One can also try to reduce the problem to a purely epistemical one:
Pr (H|E ) = r and epistemically optimal is a threshold r ≥ n, hence
AccH is rational iff r ≥ n.
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Main Argument Against Value-Neutrality

Third Debate: Example
Example for calculating an acceptable inductive risk:
• We suppose that there are two alternatives: Accepting H or refuting it
by accepting ∼H.
• The expected utilities are as follows:
• ExpUtil(H) = Pr (H) · u(AccH |H) − Pr (∼H) · u(AccH | ∼H)
• ExpUtil(∼H) = Pr (∼H) · u(RefH | ∼H) − Pr (H) · u(RefH |H)

• For a rational choice of H vs. ∼H we need: ExpUtil(H) > ExpUtil(∼
H).
• Therefore, for a rational choice of H vs. ∼H it holds:
Pr (H) >

u(AccH | ∼H) + u(RefH | ∼H)
u(AccH |H) + u(AccH | ∼H) + u(RefH | ∼H) + u(RefH |H)
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Main Argument Against Value-Neutrality

Third Debate: Example
Example: Risk assessment with respect to mitigation of hazards (e.g.: evacuation for mitigation of WWII bomb in Koblenz, December 4, 2011 – casualities expressed in compensatoric loan differential: est. 1.5MioEUR/person):
• H: Mitigation succeeds.
• u(AccH |H): Utility/costs for accepting H given H – no extra costs
0EUR
• u(AccH | ∼H): Utility/costs for accepting H given H is wrong – failed
mitigation without evacuation
450MioEUR
• u(RefH | ∼H): Utility/costs for rejecting H given H is wrong – failed
mitigation with evacuation
1.2MioEUR
• u(RefH |H): Utility/costs for rejecting H given H – unnecessary evacuation
1.2MioEUR
Therefore, for AccH we need: Pr (H) > 0.9973.
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Main Argument Against Value-Neutrality

Upshot
To sum up, the explicated value neutrality postulate requires that . . .
• . . . the scientist provides adequate empirical (probabilistic) information, and
• . . . if the scientist makes or presupposes value judgements, she marks
them clearly as such.
As a consequence of the latter the scientist needs to take special care in
communicating her results to the public.
As we will see in the following section, the fulfillment of both constraints
was heavily discussed in the case of the L’Aquila 2009 Trial.
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

Prehistory:
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

The L’Aquila 2009 Trial
Facts:
• March 2009: Slight eruptions in L’Aquila
• March 31, 2009: Risk panel has a meeting to assess the risk of an
earthquake Mw ≥ 5.5: 6 scientists (geologists) and 1 official
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

The L’Aquila 2009 Trial
• March 31, 2009: There is no increase in earthquake risk – (almost) no
communication of the scientists
• March 31, 2009: Claim of the official (Dr. Bernardo De Bernadinis):
“the local citizens should go have a glass of wine”.
• April 6, 2009: Earthquake of Mw = 6.3 hits L’Aquila. Consequence:
309 deaths
• September 2011 – October 2012: Trial against the panel
• October 2012: Conviction of the panel’s members: Manslaughter and
bodily harm: 6 years imprisonment (and about 9 Mio EUR compensation)
• January 2013: Motivazione of Judge Marco Billi
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

The Verdict
Facts: Motivazione of Judge Billi (Science AAAS 2013-01-21):
• 3 days before deadline; 950 pages
• Mainly in favour of the prosecution (plead for 4 years)
• “He explains that the trial was not against science but against seven
individuals who failed to carry out their duty as laid down by the law.
The scientists were not convicted for failing to predict an earthquake,
something Billi says was impossible to do, but for their complete failure
to properly analyze, and to explain, the threat posed by the swarm.”
• Ad inadequacy of the explanation: “the experts spoke directly with the
public rather than via the civil protection department.”
• “Billi ruled that this failure led to the deaths of 29 of the 309 people
killed in the quake and to injuries of four others.”
Two main faults:
1 Wrong analysis: Pr (H) inadequatly estimated
2 Failures in communication (cf. Webers postulate regarding teaching)
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

Consequences

vs.
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

Billi on the Inadequacy of Pr

Billi refered to a paper by Enzo Boschi, Paolo Gasperini, and Francesco
Mulargia: Long term probabilities of an earthquake with Mw ≥ 5.9 in the
region Aquilano, starting from 1995:
Zone
34

Last Event
(m/d/yr)
10/06/1762

5yr
1.00-1.00

Gauss Process
20yr
100yr
1.00-1.00 1.00-1.00

Contra Billi: Only long-term predictions (hazard map) vs. short-term predictions
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

A More Important Hypothesis H
The more earthquakes that occur within a swarm, the lower the probability
of a big quake:
H : Pr (etn ≥ 5.5|et1 & . . . &etn−1 ) < Pr (etn ≥ 5.5|et1 & . . . &etn−2 )
Such a hypothesis was used for the media movement of several officials.
It lead the locals of L’Aquila to change their usual behaviour (sleep outside
during a swarm).
And according to the minutes of the panel meeting it was not explicitly
rejected (only implicitly in reference to the hazard map).
This was also one of the main arguments of the prosecution in the appeal.
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

Revision of the Sentence: Appeal
Facts: (BBC News: November 10, 2014):
• “According to Reuters, they noted that one committee member had
said there was ‘no danger’ from the tremors.”
Facts: Neutralization of the sentence (The Guardian: November 10, 2014,
John Hooper):
• “A court has upheld the appeals of six scientists and an official against
their convictions for having given criminally negligent reassurances to
the population”
• “But the judges endorsed a conviction and two-year sentence passed
on one of the defendants, Bernardo De Bernardinis, on a connected
charge.”
Only one failing of a member:
1

Failures in communication
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The L’Aquila 2009 Trial

Summary

• Value-neutrality postulate: Scientific theories’ context of justification
should be free of science external categorical value judgements.
• Hempel/Rudner: inductive risk ⇒ value judgements
• Contra: Only hypothetical formulation with the consequence for science:
• Adequate estimation of the inductive risk
• Adequate communication of it

• The L’Aquila 2009 Trial:
• Trial: Failing in both areas
• Appeal: Failing only in the second area – mainly by the official
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